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Breadth

After the air miles
have all unravelled
behind you
and you have settled 
into your new country,
visit the coast.

Make a claw
and lower it
into the water
facing upwards,
until your fingertips
are four small sea stacks.

Imagine me
doing the same
until the ocean
that separates us
has become an object
that we are both holding:

a new blue bedsheet
we are unfolding
together in your room.
Watch the waves
bunching dutifully
about your ankles:

each one is an echo
of my arms, calling
you back to my side.

Michael Conley



Homecoming

About the time I was trying to shoehorn 
my way through the Fringe in full-swing
to get to an interview for a cul-de-sac job,
the makar on high was cremated in Glasgow.

Later, poet friends boasted sightings of him,
Canedolian byspale, most lyrical starling.
My memory is of sipping tea at Clarence Court
and the afternoon sun the brightest I’d seen.

As we talked of Veronica Forrest-Thomson
I felt my dead grandfather becoming jealous.
The sun seethed when Eddie spoke, the light 
of a mothership glaring between high tenements.

Richie McCaffrey



About Edwin Morgan 

I believe too much that your white hair was once black, 
that your ears are failing, that your oceanic eyes sit back, 
loosely waving in your wheelchair. I thought you had a knack 
for immortality, that your Whittrick never abandoned ship. In the snack 
bar you revealed a dismal hump, a tented animal, long-blind, hunch-back, 
half-paralysed and we were ready for that. But Eddie, how can we let the crack 
of heaven wash the dishes? How can we hear Nessie’s song, save the white rhino, track 
those distant, careful worlds? How can we light the cigarette without the fire of your lips? 

Russell Jones





Camera Obscura
 
I tell you it was just the Victorian chamber, 
gesso print reflections of the city.
Now the lower levels crawl with illusions
ordnance for the synapses.
 
Coming freaked from the mirror maze, the eternity tunnel
your likeness as a monkey, or shadows left on a wall.
The girl has a new trick with a piece of card:
picking the folk like woodlice from the street below.
 
Coming down, I imagine the whole tower going up
Festival Fireworks, at the orchestra’s last bellow
the primary thrusters of the illusion floors
falling away, then exploding to show
 
image of an alternate Edinburgh, New Town
to the south, not the north, unrolling like a backcloth
although, when you close one eye,
it’s a lion rampant, or a bearded lady, quivering in the smoky breeze.
 
The observation chamber, meantime
trailing its lenses like a spine, a comet’s tail,
taking down the Google Earth satellite
with a death ray from its mirror
 
so only its images remain
of Krakow, Poland, Sao Paolo, Brazil, new worlds’ architecture
and the shade of Patrick Geddes alone to see them,
in the starlight of the dark chamber, hand on the tiller.

Andrew C Ferguson



sad the voice departed

the voice that dissolves
sweet as oxalate on the tongue
the voice that echoes out
from the shuttered closes
up into the mountains
and way, way beyond
out into that imaginary dark
where the voice travels
at the speed of light

the voice that lived secret
in the beloved flesh of a man
that in disguise said
love is universal
that voice is not dead
is found breathless
in countless mouths
tumbled smooth as a white
stone on an endless beach

a man is dead
the knowledge pennies our eyes
but his words stir, restless yet
without boundary, without end

morgan downie



Growth
i.m. Edwin Morgan

Drop a seed into the ground,
add a little water,
and growth seems inevitable,
barring accidents and incidents.

And the seeds form shoots
and roots, from little clumps
of rapidly dividing cells.
Seven generations of cell lines,

seven sets of divisions,
and you have an adult plant – 
lettuce, turnip, courgette
or baby tree.

And within these green machines
the germs of the next generation,
like matryoshka dolls, ripe
for fertilisation.

It’s the same in the animal kingdom,
seven generations to produce
a final image, the complete being.
Not finished, for that would be an end.

We still grow, but at a slower rate,
adding bulk, experience, wisdom,
making our own seeds; a production line
of people, like us, but different.

The seeds of the mind grow too,
and a poet’s words with luck live on,
an expanding shell of shared awareness,
from Mercury to Saturn and beyond.

Colin Will



Edwin

Edwin Morgan?  
I love him
Really, she asked
her face a blossom
Yeah, I said.  
Never met a girl like you.  
Fantastic.

I love the guitar bit.
Wah wah 
wah wah wah 
wah wah, 
I sang.
Ha, 
she half-laughed.  
She seemed uncertain.  
I wondered if she was older 
than she looked.
I really liked Orange Juice as well, 
I ventured.
I don’t know them, 
she said.
Oh.

Edwin Morgan, 
she said.  
There was impatience there.  
The poet.
I didn’t see her after that.  
Rip it up 
and start again.

Lachlan Renwick





swiss lounge productions is a place for collaborationists where we can make bridges
between different artists, makers, writers, musicians and produce new work, new 
forms and new ideas. because we can...
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